APPLICATION FORM
COMPETITION OF IDEAS “THE EUROPE WE WANT”

PRIZE

______________________________________________

UNIVERSITY/RESEARCH INSTITUTE chosen for the stay abroad

______________________________________________

PERIOD OF THE STAY

______________________________________________

Name and Surname

______________________________________________

Date and place of birth

______________________________________________

Home address

______________________________________________

Domicile address

______________________________________________

Fiscal code

______________________________________________

e-mail address

______________________________________________

Telephone number

______________________________________________
Master’s Degree in / achieved on (dd/mm/yyyy) / at

Title and Supervisor of the Degree thesis

PhD (if enrolled) in /year of enrollment / at

PhD degree in / achieved on (dd/mm/yyyy) / at

Title and Supervisor of the PhD thesis

Deadline for submission: 31 OCTOBER 2020

The application duly filled in, the essay and the related documentation should be sent both by e-mail at the address presidente@accademiascienzebologna.it and by registered mail with return receipt to the address: Accademia delle Scienze dell’Istituto di Bologna, Via Zamboni 31, 40126 Bologna.

DOCUMENTS TO BE ENCLOSED:

- An unpublished essay in Italian or English, of length ranging between 150000 and 300000 characters, dealing with one of the subjects of the announced prizes;
- a short report (max 3000 characters, including spaces) illustrating the researches or the activities to be performed abroad and the period of stay;
- an acceptance certificate of the hosting university or research institute;
- the duly signed and dated curriculum vitae.

For further information: alessandra.cerea@accademiascienzebologna.it